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Foreword

DEAR OUR ESTEEMED READER,
A hearty welcome to the
5th Acia Awards, which
are another opportunity
for us to recognise
and promote excellent
innovations within the
Communications sector in
Uganda!

s reflected by
the ACIA tagline
“ICT Innovation
for National
Development”, UCC subscribes
to the belief that innovation is
indeed the engine of economic
development and as such, we
seek to inspire organisations and
individuals, especially the youth,

a winner extinguish your light.
ACIA should only be seen as a
beginning for greater heights.
We wish to thank you all for
your invaluable submissions and
urge you to continue to churn out
solutions to take Uganda forward
through ICTs.
As UCC, we seek to have greater
local involvement in developing

Our partners who have
sponsored the ACIA 2015 event,
we thank you for sharing this
vision we have. You have indeed
been instrumental in making
ACIA 2015 a resounding success.
We invite all people in Uganda
to embrace the ACIA awards
and work with us to promote
our local talent. In Mahatma
Gandhi wise words, “A small
body of determined spirits fired
by an unquenchable faith in
their mission can alter the course
of history.” Imagine then what
we can all achieve if we joined
hands. Please continue to provide
us with feedback, so that we
continue to improve ACIA.
We still have room for more
creative thinkers and intellectual
challengers of the status quo on
board so start thinking of the idea
or project that you will enter into
ACIA 2016.
Thank you and good reading!

to harness their abilities and
bring forth their brilliant ideas
to contribute positively to the
development of our country.
ICTs offer numerous
opportunities for not just
improving the effectiveness
of Government but also in
improving the various facets of
our daily lives. It is, therefore, a
perfect canvas for innovation.
ACIA awards recognise
innovations in five major
categories: young ICT innovators,
Business Excellence, ICT for
development, Service Excellence
and Digital Content. We do value
the effort and time that has been
invested in each entry of ACIA
2015, and whether or not one
has been declared the winner
in a category, we recognise
them all as stars for taking the
stand. Do not let not emerging
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innovative products, services
and content. It is also our
humble prayer that, through
ACIA, partnerships do emerge
that enable the realisation of
locally developed ideas and
innovations into solutions to our
local challenges. We, therefore,
encourage our innovators,
industry and development
partners to work together to
carry the brilliant innovations
forward.

Godfrey Mutabazi
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Since the launch of ACIA in 2010,
professionalism, transparency
and hard work have, indeed,
been key to the success of this
initiative. We wish to express our
gratitude to the various members
of the ACIA 2015 Judges Panel
who dedicated their time on a
volunteer basis and helped us
objectively identify the best of
the best among our innovators.
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About

UCC

interactions and
respecting the opinions
of all.
Integrity – UCC treats
its customers and other
stakeholders with trust,
honesty, fairness,

The Uganda Communications
Commission (UCC) was established
by the Uganda Communications Act
2013 to facilitate the development
of a modern communications sector.
The sector comprises:

Commitment - UCC is
committed to being a
world class regulator by
providing a
conducive environment
for all customers and
stakeholders.

Telecommunications, Broadcasting, Postal services,
Radio communications and Data communication
and infrastructure.

Excellence –
UCC promotes a
results-oriented
culture through
professionalism,
by ensuring high
compliance levels,
minimising turnaround
time and exceeding
expectations.
These four values are
summed up as R.I.C.E.

MISSION:
To become a world class
communications regulator

VISION:
To drive the
development of a robust
communications sector in
Uganda

FUNCTIONS OF UCC
HOW TO CONTACT UCC

The mandate of UCC, as
derived from the Uganda
Communications Act 2013, is to
regulate communications in the
country by:
î /LFHQVLQJVWDQGDUGLVLQJ
and monitoring
communication services;
î )DFLOLWDWLQJWKHXELTXLWRXV
access to a diversity of quality
and innovative communications
services;
î 0DQDJLQJWKHXVHRIVFDUFH
communications
resources;
î 3URPRWLQJFRPSHWLWLRQZLWKLQ
the sector;
î 3URWHFWLQJFRQVXPHUVZLWK
respect to quality of
services, equipment and content;
î 3URPRWLQJUHVHDUFKLQWKH
sector;
î 3URYLGLQJDGYLFHWR
Government with regards
to the sector;
î 3URPRWLQJRIWKHGHYHORSPHQW
of requisite human resources
in the sector including the
management and operation of
Uganda Institute of Information
and Communications Technology
(UICT), and;
î &RRUGLQDWLQJWKHSDUWLFLSDWLRQ
of Uganda in international fora in
the sector.

UCC House, Plot 42-44 Spring
Road, Bugolobi
P. O. Box 7376, Kampala
Tel: +256-41-4339000;
+256-31-2339000
Fax: +256-41-4348832
Toll free number: 0800133911
(during working hours 8.00am
-5.00pm Monday to Friday)
Email: ucc@ucc.co.ug
Website: www.ucc.co.ug
For inquiries, contact:
Consumer Affairs Unit
12th Floor, Communications
House
Plot 1 Colville Street, Kampala
Toll Free Line: 0800133911
Or UCC Regional Offices:
Eastern:
Plot 39/41 Republic Street, Mbale
Western:
Plot 2 Circular Road, Mbarara
Northern:
Plot 15 Onono Road, Gulu
North Western: Plot 8, Ntuha
Road, Masindi

VALUES OF UCC
Respect – UCC serves
its customers and
stakeholders in
a professional
and courteous
way while
maintaining
responsive
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Today, Friday, May 22, 2015, the Uganda
Communications Commission (UCC) is proud to hold
the 5th edition of the Acia Awards Gala. The event
takes place exactly four months and one week after we
announced the launch of ACIA 2015 on January 15,
2015. This is what Acia is all about:
Introduction
The Uganda Communications
Act, Cap 106, laws of
Uganda enacted in 1997,
and its replacement - the
Uganda Communications
Act, 2013 mandated Uganda
Communications Commission
(UCC) to implement the objectives
of the Act which include but are
not limited to the development of
a modern communications sector.
The means specified to achieve
this include:
o enhancing national coverage
of communications services;
o expanding the existing
variety of communications
services available in Uganda to
include modern and innovative
communication services;
o encouraging the participation
of private investors in the
development of the sector;
These Acts further specified UCC
functions as including:
î 7RSURPRWHUHVHDUFKLQWR
the development and use of new
communications techniques and
technologies, including those
which promote accessibility
of persons with disability and
other members of society to
communications services
î 7RLPSURYHFRPPXQLFDWLRQV
services generally and to ensure
equitable distribution of services
throughout the country;Towards
the achievement of the above,
the commission established
the Annual Communication
Innovation (ACIA) to promote
and recognise innovation efforts
by stakeholders in line with the
above mentioned objectives.
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The initial focus of these
awards was on communication.
However, in recognition of
the broader span of ICTs due
to convergence as well as the
new scope of communications
services under the Uganda
Communications Act, 2013.
The awards therefore now
cover the three areas under
the new UCC mandate namely;
telecommunications, postal and
broadcasting. In this vain, the
awards were renamed Acia
Awards. The event initially held
in 2010 and annually since 2012
has grown in prominence.
Objectives of Acia
Acia aims to:
î 5HFRJQLVHRXWVWDQGLQJ
innovations in the development
and adoption of ICTs in Uganda;
î (QFRXUDJHLQGLYLGXDOV
academia, industry, government
agencies and other entities to
harness ICTs in creating solutions
to Uganda’s development
challenges;
î ,QVSLUHQXUWXUHDQGIDFLOLWDWH
Ugandan youth to develop
a culture of innovation and
entrepreneurship by leveraging
ICT;
î 5DLVHDZDUHQHVVRIWKHYDOXH
of ICTs in the development of the
country, and to;
î &UHDWHDSODWIRUPIRU
showcasing innovations within
the ICT industry in Uganda
By recognising innovation, the
Acia Awards fosters greater local
involvement in the development
and provision of innovative
products, services and content
in Uganda. The Commission
aspires to create a linkage
between innovation and national
development by encouraging
innovators to harness ICTs in
creating solutions to Uganda’s
development challenges. Acia
2015 is the 5th edition of the
awards that were inaugurated in
2010.

Regional Winners
The Commission would like to announce the regional winners as follows:
STATION

CATEGORY

NAME OF ENTRY

SCHOOL

Bushenyi

Primary

Demo of using a
television for information

Parental Care Primary
School, Bushenyi

Introduction of electronic
mobile money service
machine

Bwongyera Girls
Secondary School

Secondary

CATEGORIES
A: There are four major categories
in Acia 2015. These are:
1. YOUNG ICT INNOVATORS:
The Young ICT Innovators
category is divided into three subcategories:
1a) Uganda’s ICT Explorers (for
Primary Schools)
This subcategory will
recognise the best illustration
that tells other children
how postal, broadcasting or
telecommunication services can
help in meeting the basic needs of
people (land, shelter, food & water,
medical care, clothing, education
and security) and how, as leaders
in your school district, you
would solve any of the problems
that hinder or prevent people
from using telecommunication,
broadcast and postal services.
1b) Uganda’s Rising Stars (for
Secondary school students)
The most outstanding ICT
solution proposed to address
an existing problem that is
experienced in transferring
money for business purposes in
Uganda today.
1c) Uganda’s ICT Visionaries (for
youth aged 18- 28)
The most innovative ICT research
project that improves the lives of
Ugandans in any aspect of their
daily lives including leisure and
entertainment.
2. ICT FOR DEVELOPMENT:
The best ICT solution that has
been developed to address any

of Uganda’s challenges
in: Education, Health,
Agriculture, Environment
sustainability, Government
services, and ICTs for the
disadvantaged.
3. BUSINESS EXCELLENCE:
Most innovative locallydeveloped ICT solution aimed
at improving the performance
of an organisation (small,
medium or large) in terms
of efficiency, effectiveness
or both. The beneficiary
organisation must be one that
is NOT in the business of ICT.
4. DIGITAL CONTENT:
The most innovative
approaches in the
compilation of local text,
images including video, or
sound into a programme,
application or product that
enhances the value and use
of communication platforms
in Uganda (telephony, SMS,
USSD, internet/data, radio or
TV).
Uniqueness of Acia 2015
In an effort to support
the youth, Acia 2015 is
introducing a provision for
Primary School pupils to
participate under the Young
ICT Innovators’ sub category
called the ‘Uganda’s ICT
Explorers’. This award aims
to inspire and nurture a
culture of innovation among
primary school pupils. In
this way, through the Acia
awards, the young generation
of Ugandans will grow their

understanding of ICTs and the
opportunities ICTs offer. For
the first time, the Primary and
Secondary school participants
first competed at a regional level
and winners from which level of
competition they are competing
nationally today.

The initial
focus of these
awards was on
communication.
However, in
recognition of
the broader span
of ICTs due to
convergence
as well as the
new scope of
communications
services under
the Uganda
Communications
Act, 2013.

Growth of Acia
The Acia Awards have been held
annually to reward outstanding
ICT innovations since their
inception in October 2010. The
event has become an important
signature and calendar event
in Uganda’s ICT sector with
the support of various industry
stakeholders. Winners have
benefited from a pool of prizes
that have enabled them acquire
the resources, linkages and
capacity to enhance their
innovations. As a platform that
provides exposure, participants
have had a platform to showcase
their innovations to diverse
audiences.
Steady growth has been
achieved peaking at 281 entries
for Acia 2014, compared to
159 in 2013 and 54 the year
before. Accordingly, Acia has
become bigger, better and more
competitive. This year the
Commission received 398 entries
for Acia 2015 as indicated below:
Business Excellence Award (28),
Digital Content Award (44), ICT
for Development (157), Rising
Stars (92), Uganda’s ICT Explorers
(20) and Uganda’s ICT Visionaries
(57).

Innovation of mobile
money application (app)/
website for smart phones
/PC-tablets

Arua Public Secondary
School

Skit on establishing a
community radio station
based at school

Happy Hill Junior
Academy

Secondary

Helping the visuallyimpaired people in our
communities to carry out
safe money transfers for
business by use of mobile
devices with audio voice
prompts

Kabalega Secondary
School

Primary

Identified the
communication services
and how they are used to
meet basic needs.

Adyel Primary School

Secondary

Money transfer

Obote College, Lira

Arua

Secondary

Masindi

Primary

Masindi

Lira

Pallisa

Mityana

Kampala

Secondary

Solution to the mobile
money problem in
transferring money for
business.

St Peter’s secondary
school

Secondary

limitation of service
to physically (dis)abled
persons

MUMSA High School

Primary

Proposed a ICT Camp to
train businesspeople in
Wakiso District

Santa Lucia Basic School,
Kirinya

Secondary

Safer Transacting Card

Kako Secondary School

B.ATM

Kako Secondary School

SPECIAL MENTION
The secondary schools got special
mention for their creativity:
î All Cash – Kings College Budo
who created a web based platform
that allows a user to congregate
and review and control all their
financial info on one page
ï 6PDUW&DVKå6W.DOHPED
S.S who made a money transfer
app that is network agnostic and
allows for money transfer and
purchase of goods.
ï $&,$$:$5'6
Ediofe Girls SS proposed to
replace SIM cards with Plastic
Cards (SIM without voice and

internet capabilities) and readers
to enable students access mobile
money services
ï 0RELOH0RQH\)DXOW\
0HVVDJH&RQWUROOHU 00)0& –
Obote College proposed a mobile
App that detects fake “MobileMoney-Sent messages”.
ï 8QLRQ0RQH\å/LUD7RZQ
College that developed a mobile
Money App in English and Luo to
overcome the language barrier
These are some of the innovations
we are going to witness tonight.
Congratulations! Let the
celebrations begin.
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Airtel driving
uganda’s data
revolution
Recently, Mr Tom Gutjahr, the
0DQDJLQJ'LUHFWRURI$LUWHO 8 /WGZDV
LQWHUYLHZHGIRUDQDUWLFOHIRU$&,$
&DWDORJXH%HORZDUHWKHH[FHUSWV
In your opinion, what impact has
telecommunications services is
communication had on a global
vital in facilitating the flow of
scale?
information and establishment
The world over, the
of a feedback cycle between
telecommunications sector
geographically dispersed suppliers
has proved to be a vital cog in
and their centrally located
advancing economic growth.
customers.
From the introduction of
mobile phones all through
How is Airtel Uganda fostering
to m-Commerce, the
economic growth?
telecommunications sector has
As one of the top telecom
become a conduit
companies in
to creating a
the country,
cashless and
Airtel Uganda
“Currently,
Airtel
hustle-free eco
Uganda has launched is playing a
system world
a new and enhanced fundamental
over.
all-round
internet value
role in the
Case in point;
proposition
named
development
in less than a
of the country.
78*$%$1(ë
decade, a mobile
This year, for
phone has
example, Airtel
rapidly evolved
Uganda has come out strongly
into a safe and secure money
to spur economic growth in the
transfer tool, increasingly
country rolling out innovative
being used to conduct more
campaigns and products. Two
complex transactions. Today,
cutting-edge campaigns: the
there is hardly a company that
“Happiness Continues” campaign
can thrive without a telephone
and more recently, “The
and other electronic forms of
Smartphone Network” campaign
communications.
have been launched since.
Where does Uganda fit in this
web?
In Uganda where there’s a freemarket economy, the need for
reliable telecommunications
services has never been
more profound. Availability
and reliability of the

With the ‘Happiness Continues’
campaign, our aim was to reward
all our customers for making
Airtel one of the most loved
brands in Uganda. As part of the
rewards process, Airtel Uganda
held mobile clinics to educate our

subscribers on
how to get the
most out of our
products and
services.
The current “The
Smartphone
Network”
campaign,
aims to bring
affordable
and reliable
smartphones to
our subscribers.
Our two cheapest
offerings being
the Airtel Red
and the Airtel
Smartphones.
Data has in
recent years
become a viable
cash cow for
telecoms. How
is Airtel Uganda
positioning itself
in this regard?
Currently, Airtel
Uganda has
launched a new
and enhanced
internet value
proposition
named
TUGABANE.
This service
allows an

internet user to subscribe to a
data bundle on one mobile line
and is able to add up to four other
mobile numbers to surf from the
same bundle.
What makes this new internet
value proposition incomparable
to any other products on the
Ugandan market?
TUGABANE, the first innovation
of its kind in the Ugandan Mobile
Internet industry, has proved
to be more powerful than WiFi
hotspots whose coverage is
limited. TUGABANE allows a
group to access internet bundles
from the ‘parent’ number
irrespective of their geographical
location and type of internet
device used.
It has not only had an influence
on social behavior but also
increased financial benefits as
subscribers are able to optimally
manage their data budgets.
We strongly believe this
innovation is suitable for a
country like Uganda, which is not
only culturally rich and diverse
but also has one shared trait;
the spirit of sharing moments
of happiness, collective fun and
socialising
What’s your final remarks?
We want to thank all our
customers for the journey we
have walked with them so far
and to encourage them to stay
connected to the smart phone
network
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1
Michael Niyetegeka
Michael Niyitegeka, the lead
judge for ACIA 2015, is an ICDL
Africa Accreditation Consultant
for Uganda. He is an expert in
Leadership Development, and
Business Technology Strategy. He
holds an MBA from MsM/ESAMI
Business School and is a Franklin
Covey Certified Facilitator.
He possesses 17 years of
working experience in both
the private and public sectors.
Michael worked with Makerere
University for 12 years in varied
capacities as a researcher,
trainer and head of Corporate
Relations. He also worked with
coffee exporting firm managing
supply side operations in western
Uganda.
He has extensive consulting
experience with government,
private, regional and
international institutions such as
Higher Education Institutions in
Uganda, Private Sector Federation
of Rwanda, State University of
Zanzibar, National IT Authority
of Uganda, British Council
Uganda, and ICT Policy Center
for Eastern and Southern Africa
(CIPESA) among others.
Michael is an Adjunct Lecturer
with the ESAMI Business School
and a Board member of the ICT
Association of Uganda, Uganda
Youth Forum and AIESEC
Uganda. Michael is a member
of the ICT Technical Working
Group of the Presidential Investor
Round Table. He is a member of
several technology innovation
review panels both locally
and internationally. He is a
Rotarian and is passionate about
mentoring the next generation of
technology business leaders.
He has been listed among the
thought leaders, influential
people in the ICT Sector.

2
Dennis Kahindi
Dennis Kahindi is currently
the Microsoft Enterprise
and Public Sector Business
Country Manager. He has
13 years of Commercial
Management experience with
a record of creative support
and increased responsibility
in ICT Sales and Marketing.
His registered proficiencies
are around Information
Communication Technologies
Sales, Telecommunications
Sales Management, Business
Account Management, Market
Management, Strategy and
Business Development.

International (DAI), Regional
Director, World Vision East
Africa; National Director for
World Vision Uganda; and
Communications Director for the
same organisation.
Robby has a BA ( Makerere
University ); Master of Science
in Journalism (MSJ) from Ohio
University (USA); and a Master
of Organisational Leadership
and Management (MOL) from
Uganda Christian University ,
Mukono.

4
Paula Hidalgo

In his other life, Dennis is a
Mentor with one of Uganda’s
leading Tech Hubs – Outbox.
In this role, Dennis has seen a
few great ideas turn into major
businesses, and some great ideas,
die at conception. His focus is
around commercializing business
ideas, and professes an open door
policy to ideas – No idea is a lousy
idea!
He is a family man, with three
great children and beautiful wife,
and ardently plays golf.

3

Paula Hidalgo-Sanchis, PhD
from Spain recently joined
the United Nations in Uganda
as Lab Manager of Pulse Lab
Kampala under the UN Resident
Coordinator’s Office (RCO).
Paula has worked in development
over 14 years, including
serving as Social Policy Advisor
and Programme Manager in
innovations. With professional
experience in more than 20
countries, Paula is an expert on
vulnerability analysis, with a
strong motivation to promote
Human Development with
innovations.

Robby Muhumuza
Robby Muhumuza is a
Communications and
Management Consultant
experienced in media
management and technology for
development consulting. He is a
Director of Monitor Publications
Limited (owners of Daily Monitor,
KFM and Dembe FM); Chairman
of Power FM Board of Directors;
and Project Coordinator for
RootIO Community radio stations.
He has worked as a
Communications Consultant for
the Technology for Development
(T4D) Unit of UNICEF; and
Adjunct Professor of Leadership
with Development Associates

Paula provides the overarching
strategy, direction and
management for Pulse
Lab Kampala (http://www.
unglobalpulse.org/kampala) in
line with the overall Global Pulse
strategy and goals.
The first of its kind in Africa,
Pulse Lab Kampala supports the
United Nations Country Team
in Uganda by bringing together
partners from academia, the
Government and the private

sector to collaboratively develop
new approaches for applying
new, digital data sources and data
innovation analysis techniques
to sustainable development
challenges.

5
Kim Mamarebe
Kim Kamarebe holds a BS
Financial Engineering Degree
from Princeton University and an
MBA from the Harvard Business
School.
Kim Kamarebe has significant
experience in Investment
Banking, Business Management
and Private Equity in the
European and African arenas.
Kim is the Chief Investment
Officer and co-founder of
Damascus Capital, an experienced
private equity investor focusing
on growth capital investment
opportunities in East Africa.
Kim has most recently been
in charge of East African
Investments for TLG Capital, a
leading private equity investor
in frontier markets with a focus
on Sub-Saharan Africa. TLG
has a number of investments in
East Africa, including Quality
Chemical Industries Limited,
the first WHO-approved
manufacturer of anti-retroviral
and anti-malarial medications
in Sub-Saharan Africa. TLG
has interests across a range
of sectors, including but not
limited to, FMCG manufacturing,
healthcare, technology, real estate
and hospitality.
Prior to TLG Capital, Kim
worked at HSBC Bank’s Principal
Investments Practice in London
focusing on private equity
investments in large cap African
enterprises. At HSBC, Kim
accumulated significant African
commodities transactional
experience, including but not
limited to, the management
and sale of a diamond mine
in Southern Africa, and the
proposed purchase of a chrome
and platinum mine in Southern
Africa.

Kim spent the bulk of her career
at Goldman Sachs International in
London and New York, primarily
covering Real Estate, Leverage
Finance and Sub-Saharan Africa
Coverage. At Goldman Sachs,
Kim worked on US$bn US and
European real estate transactions,
€bn European leveraged finance
and financial restructuring
transactions, in addition to
European and African Mergers
& Acquisitions advisory. Kim
was integral in the celebrated
restructuring of a €10bn publiclylisted pan-European real estate
conglomerate and in the initiation
of a sub-Saharan Africa Mergers
& Acquisitions advisory focus at
Goldman Sachs.
Kim is a frequent writer
and speaker on finance and
investment and sits on several
Boards in the region.

He is also a trained innovation
cluster facilitator.
As a member of knowledge
management for development
(KM4DEV), ICT4D and
ICT4Health networks he has
been involved in innovation
programmes that use social
media, mobile, crowd funding and
big data for development. He is a
member of the e-health technical
working group with ministry of
health Uganda. He supports the
open source movement especially
the concept of open data for big
data and sits on the innovations
for development dialogue think
tank. Charles holds a PhD (BTH,
Sweden), Licentiate Degree (BTH,
Sweden) and MSC (Makerere
University).
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6
Charles Daniel Otine
Charles Otine is an innovations
and knowledge management
specialist with the United Nations
Population Fund (UNFPA).
He has key competence in
building knowledge engineering
systems, intelligent application
development, IT strategy, data
warehousing, machine learning
and nurturing innovations.
Charles possesses over 12 years’
experience in information
technology practice.
He has practiced at the local,
regional and international level
as a researcher and consultant
in Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania,
Sweden and the United States.
Prior to joining UNFPA,
Charles worked with Makerere
University where he was key in
the review and formulation of the
University’s ICT strategic plan
(2007/8-2017/18) and instituting
e-learning in the curriculum.
He has worked with innovation
clusters, a programme sponsored
by Sida, as one of the founding
members of the Kampala ICT
software cluster.

Nada Andersen
Nada Andersen is
Communications and Media
Specialist with over 20 years
of experience in television,
broadcasting, creative design and
mainstream advertising. She is
the founder of Star: Leo (1998)
and Sports TV (2007), currently
strongly focused on internet
and online advertising channels,
social media relations and social
media marketing. Nada studied
fine art at the Academy of Arts
in Belgrade, Serbia and she’s
passionate about art and visual
expression. She first presented
her paintings in a solo exhibition
at Nommo Gallery in 1995.
A fast-paced problem-solver and
facilitator, managing Creative
and Strategy for Star: Leo, Nada
became an associate of The
Confidant Group
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from South Africa, certified
Predictive Index trainer and
the pioneer of Predictive Index
implementation in Uganda. She is
also the secretary of the Uganda
Advertising Association.
Nada believes the world can
change for the better - one person
at a time - in a human, intelligent
and a creative way.

8
Ayub Kalema Golooba
Ayub is teacher, motivational
speaker and ICT enthusiast based
at Mengo Senior School with over
20 years’ experience in planning,
implementing and evaluating
high impact, ICT enabled, projectbased learning for youths and
adults.
He is currently the ICT projects
coordinator at Mengo Senior
School and the lead facilitator for
the Uganda Ministry of Education
and Sports (MoES) Teacher ICT
Retooling Program.

9
Natalie Kimbugwe
Natalie is a respected consultant
within the ICT community of
Uganda that is leading change
in the country. She is a graduate
of Uganda Martyrs University
Nkozi with an Undergraduate
Degree in Arts, Ethics and
Development and an MSc PostGraduate Degree in Development
Economics.
She has served on the
management team of AITEC
Uganda and she was Program
Manager for I-Network
Uganda, where she designed
and implemented public
communications programs to
promote the importance of ICT in
Uganda’s development.
She also served as Director
for the Kalangala Information
Centre, a Rural Communications
Development Fund project. In
2009 she founded BDE Consults,
a regional consultancy firm

that is providing ICT research
and institutional development
services to East African clients.
BDE is a registered member of the
Uganda BPO Association and is
also an NTF III project beneficiary
for the promotion of BPO services
and export competitiveness in
Uganda.

such as Star Award, Mtandao
Afrika Web Design Competition
(2007 and 2008), Platinum
Award Winner; Mtandao Africa
Web Design Competition (2007),
Adobe Youth Voices (AYV) Global
Medal and certificate (2009)
and Adobe Youth Voices Lead
Educator (2012)

Natalie also serves as the
Country Program Manager for
Digital Opportunity Trust (DOT)
Uganda where she oversees
program implementation.
DOT is a social enterprise that
focuses on grooming youth into
entrepreneurs and or making
them ready for the workforce
while utilising ICT’s.

He holds a bachelor of Statistics
degree from Makerere University
(2010).

Natalie is committed to
ensuring growth of the ICT
sector in Uganda and has made
her contribution through
sensitisation of communities
and teaching at the Uganda
Institute of Information and
Communication Technologies
among others.

10
Allan Kakinda
Allan is a 29 year old youth ICT
Expert and Global Mentor. He
has worked with International
Education and Resource Network
(iEARN) - USA as a course
materials development specialist
and with Adobe Foundation as
a Lead Trainer; Online Course
Development Expert and
Facilitator. Allan recommends
trainers who are to be developed
into online course facilitators
Allan serves on the eLearning
Africa Program Committee which
reviews and selects papers and
presentations to be made at the
eLearning Africa Conference. He
currently works with SchoolNet
Uganda as a contracted Trainer
and with Marie Stoppes and
a Monitoring and Evaluation
Officer
Allan understands what it means
to engage in ICT projects while
in School. As a student, he won a
number of international awards
ACIA 2015 CATALOGUE
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Message
from

Smile
Communications

Smile Communications Uganda Limited (Smile)
congratulates the Uganda Communications
Commission (UCC) on their 5th ACIA event and
is proud to partner with the UCC at this year’s
event.
Smile launched the first 4G Long Term Evolution
(Smile 4G LTE) broadband network in Uganda on
6th June 2013. The Smile 4G LTE network delivers
the fastest internet in Kampala, Entebbe and
Mukono and additional coverage is being rolled-out
across Uganda in a phased approach over the next
few months.
Our Intention is to be the broadband provider of
choice in Uganda, enabling Smile customers to
benefit fully from their internet experience. Smile’s
value propositions are Speed, Quality, Reliability
and Simplicity.
The benefits of Smile’s 4G LTE lie in its
radically improved user experience; enabling
ultra-high-speed internet access; stimulating
digital innovation and accelerating broadband
penetration. Smile’s promise and commitment is
to continue enabling the Ugandan people to grow
and thrive in an increasing competitive world
through being their broadband service provider
of choice for their businesses, companies, schools,
institutions and families.
Once again, Smile congratulates the Uganda
Communications Commission on the 2015 ACIA
Awards.
Tom Allen
Smile Group, Chief Operating Officer
For more information,
visit smile.co.ug
CALL:+256 (0) 414 530 111
or +256 (0) 204 530 111
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Fountain impact felt at
regional, Global levels
Fountain Publishers Limited was established
in 1988 and has grown to become the leading
indigenous publishing house in Uganda and the
Great Lakes Region. We are currently the leading
publisher in the region including Uganda, Kenya,
Tanzania, Rwanda and Sudan.
We have also been contracted
to publish for the region by
organisations based in Europe and
USA and Canada. We work with
total commitment to serve our
customers and develop integrated
solutions that meet their needs.
Fountain originates designs and
develops all kinds of content in
print and electronic format. This
includes content for text book
production, scholarly work and
trade (general) titles.

The company is a professionally
managed company with a
highly-trained and dedicated
team of staff that is able to turn
customer’s ideas and concepts
into finished products. We
have the state of the art prepress facilities with an in-house
design shop can take care of
all your designing and graphic
requirements.

Fountain Publishers Ltd
We would like to commend
the Uganda Communications
Commission’s initiative in
developing the use of ICT in
everyday life and giving the
young people a chance to be part
of this initiative.
We are proud to be associated
with the ACIA 2015 awards.
James Tumusiime
Managing Director
Fountain Group of Companies
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Outbox focuses on building technology
entrepreneurship in Uganda

pitch to European investors for
up-to USD 500,000. Currently,
we are working with MTN
Uganda on how we can best
support startups get to market
faster, using their infrastructure
and technical support.

or the last three years,
Outbox has been at the
forefront of driving
the use of technology
in various disciplines as a
great start to alleviating the
endemic youth unemployment
problem. This has involved
the creation of a shared office
space for small businesses,
offering mentorship and
training programmes to both
individuals and organisations
in order to support them get
their businesses started.

Since its founding in 2012,
Outbox has helped startups raise
up-to US$500,000 (United States
Dollar Five Hundred Thousand
Only) in funding and worked
with up-to eight multi-nationals
on various entrepreneur
initiatives. Its founder, Richard
Zulu, started out his career as
a network administrator for
Makerere University in Kampala,
Uganda. While in this role, he
also spent a good amount of his
time organising initiatives to
jumpstart the startup ecosystem
in Uganda. During this time,
he noticed the need to bridge
academia and industry, in order
to make it easier for young
entrepreneurs to start while
reducing their failure rate.
Richard Zulu shares about the
journey and impact of Outbox to
the Ugandan startup ecosystem.

Read on to
find how
Outbox
is playing
its role in ensuring that less
entrepreneurs fail when they
start.
In late 2011, the idea for Outbox
- a platform to support young
entrepreneurs build businesses
that use mobile and web, was
conceived. It later came to
realisation in June 2012. How
was Outbox conceived?
Outbox was conceived from
Garage48 Kampala 2011 and
Startup Weekend Kampala
2012. These were events that
brought together individuals
from software development,
marketing, design and project
management to work on ideas
and build prototypes within 48
hours. The goal in mind was
that these prototypes would

What do you believe have been
your biggest achievements since
you started?
At Outbox, we celebrate each
milestone that a startup sets and
achieves. However, we believe
our greatest impact has come
from partnerships. Through
these partnerships, we have
helped startups raise up-to USD
500,000, increased the number
of female participants in our
initiatives by 20%, and reached
up-to 4000 participants at our
events.

later lay the foundation for the
start of early stage businesses.
However, many of the products
did not make it to market due to
the lack of support post-event.
Outbox was a product of this
process. The goal was to build
the infrastructure that would
enable the development of more
successful entrepreneurs through
building ways that increase their
chances of success.
Outbox offers young
entrepreneurs with a shared
office space, mentorship and
training programs. Can you distill
what that really is?
The shared office space is an
office like any other right in the
middle of the capital Kampala. As
such, this enables startups (early
stage businesses) enjoy reduced
costs for real estate while building

Outbox
was
conceived
from
Garage48
Kampala
2011 and
Startup
Weekend
Kampala
2012.

credibility through presence.
The space also provides an
environment for inter-marketing
and skills sharing.
The mentorship we offer is
based on a case-by-case basis.
We get to know your challenges
and introduce you to mentors
within our network that we
believe are in position to best
assist you. We offer trainings
in a number of ways -- We
work with community groups
like Google developer groups,
hacks/hackers and others to
develop trainings we believe are
suitable for their audience. We
also develop our own internal
trainings through programs like
the recently concluded Women
Passion program that was geared
towards teaching women and

girls human-centred design,
lean startup methodologies, web
programming and leadership.
Other than mentorship, trainings
and office space, what else do you
offer to your target group?
We also form partnerships that
seek to help those we support
raise money, access markets
or even build networks. For
example, in the last six months,
we have worked with Google
for Entrepreneurs to send two
startups to Silicon Valley.

How do you believe Outbox will
expand in the future?
We have been able to do so
much with so little in Uganda.
However, we are seeing a growth
in our partnerships not only
locally but globally. As such,
we believe our capabilities will
expand with these new found
relations enabling us reach
more potential entrepreneurs
regionally. We also see potential
in being able to support
entrepreneurs with early stage
funding. In the near future,
we are investing in making
our support processes better so
that we can best leverage these
opportunities to create the impact
we seek.

There, they participated in
Blackbox connect, a two week
program that helped them learn
startup culture, learn from fellow
entrepreneurs, and connect with
potential investors and partners.
We have also worked with
Seedstars to send one startup to
ACIA 2015 CATALOGUE
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Multichoice
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Recognition of excellence and
innovation, the concepts behind
the ACIA awards are ideals
we identify very closely with
at MultiChoice because as pay
television pioneers and industry
leaders we understand what it
takes to enter a market, grow
it and maintain a leadership
position.
To achieve this takes time long
term commitment and innovation

which is the reason why
MultiChoice has consistently
invested in and is constantly
rolling out the latest and
most advanced television
technologies such as HD
television, PVR technology and
TV on demand services along
the way helping to keep the
Ugandan television industry
at par with the very best in the
world.

This is not to say given our
commercial success we have
forgotten where we have
come from and have neglected
our community investment
commitments. Through our
flagship CSI programme the
MultiChoice Resource Centre
initiative which a school based
digital learning initiative that
integrates television based
learning into the classroom
environment we have brought
more than over 85 schools
into the project and along the
way helped to provide a more
rounded learning experience
for over 25,000 students in the
ten years of the programmes
existence.
Looking forward towards
the immediate future as the
country prepares to migrate
to full digital broadcasting
next month we are confident
with the leadership of the
UCC that the process will be
successful but can assure you
that MultiChoice is ready if
called upon to support the
Government and UCC in
any way in order ensure
the country is able to enjoy
the highest digital dividend
possible.
Charles Hamya
General Manager
MultiChoice Uganda
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igital
migration
is a process
during
which services that
operate on analogue
network are transferred
across to digitally based
network over a specific
period of time. Digital
Broadcasting is the
sending and receiving
of moving images and sound
by digital (discrete) signals in
contrast to analogue. It involves
the use of modulation and
compression to transmit video,
audio and data signals to the
receiver sets (consumer access
devices).
SIGNIFICANCE
Digital broadcasting represents
a fundamental change from
analogue broadcasting. In digital
terrestrial broadcasting one radio
frequency can accommodate
a number of broadcast
programmes.
Digital broadcasting involves
the delivery of a variable
number of digital bit streams not
only for sound and television
but also multimedia services.
These streams are combined
into a single digital stream for
transmission on a particular
frequency channel. The process
of combining digital streams into
a single channel is known as
multiplexing.

In
digital
broadcasting it is possible
to separate programme
production (content) from
signal transmission/delivery to
customers. A signal distribution
market involves building of
multiplexing platforms and
signal distribution infrastructure
for purposes of distributing
multimedia signals (video, audio
and data). Therefore in terms
of digital; migration, the signal
distributor is a key player in the
digital migration process.
BENEFITS OF DIGITAL
MIGRATION
Offers a variety of choices
Consumers are best served when
they have choice, high quality
programmes, access to different
service providers and different
transmission platforms and a
wide selection of people.

Efficient utilisation of radio
spectrum
Digital broadcasting offers higher
spectral efficiency than analogue
thus enabling more channels to be
placed in a smaller section of the
spectrum. While with analogue
broadcasting, an 8 MHz channel
can only carry one programme
whereas the same channel can
carry up to 8-12 programmes in
digital broadcasting. Therefore,
migration to digital broadcasing
will also give room for spare
frequencies (digital dividend) to
be used for other services after
the analogue switch-off.
Competitive Market
Digital broadcasting will increase
competition in the broadcasting
market and broadcasters will
be more innovative and provide
diverse services to the general
public. Competition benefits the
consumer through the provision
of more affordable prices, better
quality, more services and
innovative products.
High quality and enhanced
broadcasting services
Digital broadcasting enables
broadcasters to offer new or
improved broadcasting services

Digital
broadcasting
represents a
fundamental
change from
analogue
broadcasting.
In digital
terrestrial
broadcasting
one radio
frequency can
accommodate
a number
of broadcast
programmes.

provision (content), and;
î 7KHSROLF\JDYH8JDQGD
Broadcasting Corporation (UBC)
a monopoly signal distribution
for the first five years. This
means UBC will provide
multiplexing and transmission
(delivery of digital signal from all
broadcasters) in Uganda.

î (VWDEOLVKHGWZRVHSHUDWH
market segments in the
broadcasting sector - signal
distribution (infrastructure
services) and content service

The Policy also stipulated the
roles of various stakeholders. The
role of UCC, as the regulator of
the communications sector, are
to:
î 'HYHORSOLFHQFHVDQGOLFHQVH
signal distributors as well as

such as additional programming
content, data and interactive
services and high quality (e.g.
High Definition Television)
programmes). An example of
a new service is the electronic
programme guide (EPG).
Interoperability and lower startup cost for new entrants
Equipment used in digital
broadcasting is capable of
receiving content from any
service provider. This ensures
that consumers have the ability to
switch between service providers
operating on the same platform.
Digital broadcasting is cheaper
since it enables the creation of
separate market segments for
signal distribution providers and
content service providers.
POLICY FORMULATION
In 2007, Cabinet passed the
National Digital Migration Policy.
Among others, the Policy:
î ,GHQWLąHGWKHVHFRQG
generation Digital Video
Television Broadcasting (DVBT2)
as the appropriate STB technology
for use in Uganda;
î (VWDEOLVKHGDGLJLWDOPLJUDWLRQ
Task Force to oversea the process;
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content service providers in the
digital ready environment;
î (QIRUFHOLFHQFHFRQGLWLRQV
as the signal distributor will be
required to ensure compliance
to parameters in the licenses
as well as declare what has
been installed on sites. This will
facilitate the use of authorised
transmitter powers and location
of transmitters in designated
broadcast sites hence minimising
incidences of interference;
î (QVXUHWKDWWKHWKHUHLV
adequate information available to
consumers on digital issues and
ensure that disruption consumers
is minimised, the regulator
will have to develop
a communication
strategy to manage
various issues that arise
from analogue-digital
coversion process;

possiblitities with Government
on possible assistance to
broadcasters,distributor(s) and
consumers as the case may be,
and;
î (QIRUFHOLFHQFHFRQGLWLRQVDV
the signal
distributor will
be required
to ensure
compliance to
parameters in
the licences
as well as
declare what has
been installed on sites. This will
facilitate the use of authorised
transmitter powers and location
of transmitters in designated
broadcast sites hence minimising
incidences of interference.

Phase I: Connecting Greater
Kampala
In October 2013, UCC installed
digital equipment at the
200-metre Kololo transmission
mast of UBC. This effectively,
ensured a digital signal for
Greater Kampala - a region
within a radius of 65km of the
Kololo mast. It comprises Kampala
city, Entebbe, Mukono, Buikwe,
Mpigi, Mityana and Wobulenzi.
However, both analogue and
digital broadcasting (known as
simulcast period) are still taking
place in this region.

IMPLEMENTATION

Phase II: Creating a national
network
Phase II of the exercise, which
is due to begin shortly, involves
the operationalisation of 17
UBC masts across the country.
Basically, the engineers will
replace the analogue equipment
on those masts with transmitters
and downlink satellite antennae.

Pilot Project
Prior to the passing of the
policy, the MoICT authorised
StarTimes Ltd, Next Generation
Broadcasting and MoTV Africa
Ltd to participate in a pilot project
for digital terrestrial broadcasting.
These three companies joined
Multichoice Uganda Ltd which
had for a long time been
providing digital broadcasting
services using satellite platform.

NB: Greater Kampala is the area
with a high concentration of both
TV viewers and TV set owners).

This is a simple operation that
can be done in a matter of
days/weeks. The Commission
envisages this exercise to
be completed before the
June 17, 2015 deadline. The

aforementioned equipment has
been procured and is expected in
the country any time from now.
Phase III: Filling the Shadows
Phase III will entail fixing mini
masts or boosters in ‘shadow
areas’ – areas which have
hitherto not been receiving any
UBC analogue signal. Thereafter,
the entire country will be
switched on.
NB: Currently, there is simulcast
broadcasting (broadcasting in
both analogue and digital at the
same time) in Greater Kampala.
This will continue throughout the
country until the June 17, 2015
deadline.
Aware that there are few suitable
transmission sites in urban areas,
there could be co-location of
transmitters used for analogue
and digital transmission during
the simulcast period. This is
an impact that the regulator is
expected to address to mitigate
any cases of signal interference
between the analogue and digital
networks.

SET TOP BOXES
Uganda has also adopted MPEG
4 and DVB T2 as standards for
digital terrestrial transmission.
It also established minimum
specifications for set-top boxes
to enable open interface that
facilitate access to digital
terrestrial broadcasting services
by end viewers from any
broadcaster using the same
set-top box. The Commission
has to-date licensed 15 firms to
import, sell and distribute Set-Top
Boxes (STBs) or Free-to-Air (FTA)
decoders in Uganda.
Differences between FTA and
PPV decoders
It’s important to note that the
FTA decoders, in contrast to
PPV (Pay per View) ones, do not
require monthly subscription;
they are a one-off purchase.
They enable one to watch FTA
channels/stations free of charge.
By contrast, the decoders sold
by DSTV, Star Times, Zuku,
Azam, Siti Cable – just to
mention a few – are for Pay Per
View i.e. subscription. These
are commercial entities, whose

services are generally based on
monthly subscriptions. When
your subscription expires, you’re
automatically disconnected till
you renew your subscription.
Furthermore, the FTA decoders
are for DTB (Digital Terrestrial
Broadcasting) i.e. across the
geographical terrain –do not need
a satellite dish. All you need is
a simple aerial (any aerial you
have been using on your TV set).
Therefore, make sure you are
using an external antenna for
better reception. This contrasts to
other digital broadcasting formats
(e.g. satellite, cable) employed by
commercial service providers.
THE IDTV OPTION
Please, note that people have
the option of buying an IDTV
(Integrated Digital TV set). This
set has an in-built/integrated
digital tuner, hence do not require
an STB. These sets, however, are
still few and expensive. Of the
15 licensed firms, only Hisense
(based in Industrial Area), is
assembling IDTVs in Uganda so
far.

î (QVXUHWKDWZKHUH
possible and necessary,
the broadcasters and
distributor(s) have to
meet their responsibility
to provide accurate and
consistent information to
the consumers and the
public at large;
î ([DPLQHGLJLWDO
implementation issues
with concerned parties
and stakeholders
and explore
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It’s also important to note that
not all flat screens are IDTV. In
fact, most flat screen TV sets are
analogue. Therefore, before you
fork out your hard-earned cash,
ensure what you’re buying is an
IDTV.
When buying an IDTV set, please
check on the packaging as well as
the Instruction Manual. Also, get
assurance from the salesperson.
Of course, buy from a credible
outlet. It’s important to note that
these licensed firms must display
their licences on their premises.
When in doubt, contact UCC on
this Toll Free Line: 0800133911.
COST OF AN STB
All STBs have been typeapproved
by UCC (they bear a UCC logo
with the word Approved and
a tick on each box). The price/
cost of an STB ranges from
UGX80,000 (Uganda Shilling
Eighty Thousand Only) to
UGX240,000 (Uganda Shilling
Two Hundred and Forty
Thousand Only) depending on
the functionality and usability of
the decoder. However, this price
is expected to decline as more
companies are licensed and more
STBs imported.
These companies (see attached
list) have opened up outlets and
got agents in Greater Kampala
- an area within a radius of
65km from the Kololo mast –
as far as Lugazi and Buikwe
(east), Wobulenzi and Luwero

(north), Mityana and
Mubende (west), Entebbe,
Mbizzinya in Mpigi
(south).
The 200-metre tall mast
at Kololo has a capacity
of 97 channels (TV
stations). However, only
about 24 channels have
so far been connected on
it. These include most of
the local channels and
foreign ones such as Al
Jazeera and CCTV. To-date,
over 22 TV stations have
been connected onto the
national digital network.
These are: UBC, Star TV,
NBS, Top TV, Bukedde 1,
WBS (temporarily off due to
technical issues), Record TV,
Salt TV, NTV (temporarily
off due to technical issues),
Aljazeera, CCTV, UBC Magic
One, UBC 24 and Delta TV.
Others are ABS TV, Miracle
TV, Light House TV, Citizen
TV, ITV, EATV, Urban TV and
RTV.
Greater Kampala region has
been having a digital signal since
October 2013, when the Kololo
mast became digitally functional.
However, the Commission
has not yet switched off the
analogue signal. This region,
therefore, is enjoying simulcast
broadcasting (both analogue and
digital broadcasting going on
concurrently).

LICENSING OF SIGNET
UBC has been unbundled into UBC (the
broadcaster) and SIGNET (a subsidiary of
UBC responsible for signal distribution).
UCC has duly licensed SIGNET to distribute
content throughout the country.
DIGITAL ROLL OUT
In addition, UCC and UBC (Uganda
Broadcasting Corporation) have imported
digital tuners and downlinks that will
be fitted on the 17 UBC masts spread
throughout the country. Each of these
masts has a capacity of 25 channels.
Therefore, anywhere in Uganda people
will have the opportunity to watch 25 TV
stations at any given time.
This exercise of fixing the 17 masts
is projected to be completed within a
month’s time. Currently, this equipment
is in transit. Therefore, almost all parts
of Uganda will have access to a digital
signal by June 2015.
However, there will be need to erect
booster stations for those shadow
areas (places which hitherto have not
been having UBC analogue signal, e.g.
Karamoja. We hope this won’t take a
long time as such places are few.

Please, buy a Set Top Boxes
GHFRGHUV IRU)7$ )UHH
to Air) broadcasting as we
roll out the digital signal
WKURXJKRXWWKHFRXQWU\/HWèV
All Go Digital!
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As we get into the Digital Migration era, a lot
of things are going to change. This means that
to keep up with the trend, Ugandans need to
be very innovative. With a high number of
graduates being churned out of Universities
and other Higher Institutions of Learning, there
is need to be part of a bigger force that is going
to create opportunities if we are to cub the ever
increasing scarcity of white-collar jobs.
-RKQ<DQ&(26WDU7LPHV8JDQGD/WG

Trending with

StarTimes

The variety of local content that
StarTimes provides on our platform
is a good case in point. Such ICT
innovations will eventually lead to
high quality content for our local
consumer.
ACIA Awards is a very smart
initiative that every Ugandan needs
to support. StarTimes is proud to be
a part of. We have a vision, which

ACIA Awards were established by the Uganda
Communications Commission (UCC) as a way of encouraging
and fostering innovation through the recognition and
rewarding of outstanding ICT innovations. Such a platform is
very crucial if the ICT sector which StarTimes falls under is
to flourish and compete favorable on the global scene.
Not until we come together as stakeholders to support UCC,
shall we see a remarkable increase in awareness of the value
of ICTs in the development of the Uganda. With the apparent
steady development in ICT, we are already experiencing
a growth in the locally produced products and services.

is to support young talent both
directly and indirectly, with the
hope that one day in the near
future Uganda will be regarded
as one of Africa’s and eventually
global ICT giants. As platinum
sponsors of the Digital Content
category in these awards, we are
well placed to exert our influence
on the growth of local talent

in the ICT industry as a relevant
stakeholder.
We congratulate UCC for the
success of this year’s ACIA Awards
and look forward to being part of
next year’s edition as well.
Welcome to the Digital world!
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ACER

are proud of their Acer products.
As technology advances, so does
the desire to learn, create and
explore. Therefore, we work with
local non-profit organisations
around the world to promote the
exploration of values created by
the integration of technology and
education. At Acer, we believe
one of our key responsibilities
is to equip young minds with
computing technology to acquire
the knowledge they need for
tomorrow. As such ACER has
developed a number of solutions
and products to.

an invaluable
allay to UCC
As the Uganda Communications Commission (UCC) hold
the 5th ACIA Awards, Acer is proud to be associated with
this important event. As a firm devoted to designing IT
products that improve usability and add value to our
customers’ needs, Acer believes innovation is not the
mere creation of new technologies and solutions, but
the guarantee that users receive the benefits of these
developments, and feel truly empowered.

A

cer designs environmentally friendly
products that includes
notebook and desktop
PCs, servers and storage, LCD
monitors, projectors, and smartphones and tablets. Sub-brands
include the consumer-focused
Aspire series, and commercial
sector TravelMate and Veriton
series
President Museveni (wearing
a hat) commissioning the ICT
laboratory at Ntare School as one
of the activities to commemorate
the Old Students’ reunion day
on April 19, 2014. Second left is
Mr Bob Lyazi, the Director of
RCDF, explaining details of the
programme to H.E. the President
ACER offers a variety of
innovative solutions including
tablets, environment notebooks,
ultrabooks, chromebooks,
desktops, monitors, and projectors
to help to build dynamic,
interactive and always connected
learning environments.

Sustainability represents
opportunities to us and our
customers, not only because
of the huge market but also
the enhanced capacity of
our customers for taking the
challenges by using our advanced
IT solutions. We believe that
Acer’s easy-to-use, dependable
and reliable products and services
have enabled the world to get
access to the opportunity for
sustainable development.
Acer satisfies customer
demands through innovative
thinking, always seeking ways
to put our creativity to optimal
use and provide customers
with cutting edge technology.
Our customers rely on the
knowledge that we conduct
strict inspections on the quality
of our products. Customers can
rest assured knowing that they
have a safe product and that
Acer will continue to provide
comprehensive customer service.
While Acer strives to enhance
customer awareness of
environmental and social issues,

In this regard, ACER has
partnered with UCC in various
initiatives geared at increasing
the use of ICTs in Uganda
including the RCDF programmes
that aims at enhancing the
uptake of ICTs in Uganda. In this
initiative, ACER has provided topquality computers to UCC.
ACER would like to reiterate
its commitment to partnering
with UCC in its drive to bringing
communications services closer to
the people.

the company
continues
to launch
eco-friendly
products, and
forge ahead with
its customercentric social
responsibility
project,
encouraging
consumers to join
force with Acer
in adopting an
environmentallyforward
consumption
practice.
By providing
advanced IT
solutions, Acer has demonstrated
the leadership in technological
development as evidenced in the
numerous international awards
received such as:
î 7895KHLQODQGçV/RZ%OXH
light certification
for its monitors
î %HVWRI,QQRYDWLRQV

Award
at the CES 2012, won by the
Aspire Z7871 at the World
Consumer Electronics show
î ,QWHUQDWLRQDO&(6,QQRYDWLRQV
2014 Design and Engineering
Award Honoree for the Aspire S7
Ultrabook™, the S7-392 reflecting
exceptionally innovative design
and engineering
î L)3URGXFW'HVLJQ$ZDUG
(various years)
for the Acer Liquid Z5

smartphone, AspireR7 convertible
notebook, Travel Mate P645’s and
S235HL’s ultra-slim display panel
Acer has always believed in
“Serve with honor and work with
pride.” We provide clients with
professional service and satisfy
customer demands through
innovation and steadfast intent. In
the end, we hope that customers
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ACIA 2015

WINNERS

CATEGORY

Young ICT Innovators

ICT for Development

Digital Content

Business Excellence

Judge’s Choice

People’s Choice

WINNERS

ExplorersSanta Lucia Basic School, Bweyogerere

Airtel Weza, Airtel Uganda

PM Live today,
Wizarts Media

e-citie, KCCA

Kiiki, Innovex Uganda

Dynamo,
Elliot Mwebaze
Abangira

Rising StarSt Peter’s Secondary School
VisionaryVital MOBI -Linda Kiroshaba, Sande
Emmanuel, Costance Nabimanya, Richard
Kimera, Ronah Nyakato
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ACIA 2015 ORGANISING COMMITTEE

4
1

2

3

5

9

13

17

7

6

10

14

11

15

8

12

16

1-Dickson Kwesiga 2-Irene Kaggwa-Sewankambo 3-Brenda Sentamu
4-Ibrahim Bbossa 5-Pamela Kadama 6 -Peter Mukuru 7-Helena Mayanja
8-Isaac Kalembe 9-Helen Nakiguli Sekasala 10-William Lukome
11-Immaculate Kyomuhendo 12-Hannington Obang Ongom
13-Andrew Otim 14-Abubaker Ntambi 15-James Mpango
16-Sharon Zalwango 17-Alice Sebunjo
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